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SHEAR LAG IN CORRUGATED “SHEETS USED FOR

THE CHORD MEMBER OB’A BOX BEAM

Py Joseph S. Ne~el~ and Eric Rei6sner —— -..

SUWARY —. -----

The problem of the distribution of normal stress ,
across a wide corrugated sheet used as the chord of a hox-
heamlike structure is investigated theoretically and ex- . “--=
perimentally. Expressions are developed %~vin% the s~ress .~::
distribution in %eams symmetrical or unsymmetrical-about
a plane passed spanwlee throu%h the center of the sheet= ““” __

.—

The experiments wero arranqed to insure ”-Deni1n5 With
..——

out
torsion and surveys of the normal stresses were made %Y “~j ““-

--

means of mechanical and electrical strain qa%es~

The experimental data showed very qood agreement with ..-:
the shape of the theoretical curves! especially at~_:he - -

-.—

hiqhly stressed eections, gor both the symmetrical and un-
symmetrical beams-

Several suqqestions for future

II?TRODUCTIO.N

This yaper is presented in two

.—

research are Included,

...~

In part I, ex- -.parts. .,
pressions are developed for the distrilmtion of normal
stress across a wide corrugated sheet used as $he choid”of ‘“
a box beam, reqard %einq qiven to the variation in normal
stress resulting from shear la% in the sheet, The devel-
oped expressions c~ver the caseq of symmetrica~ and unsym-
metrical box beams with respect to a plane pa”ssed 8Pan*i,s-e .“
throuqh the center of the sheet. -

-.
_—.—

In part 11 of the paper, the experimental results
are presented. Strain-qaqe surveys were made to obtain
the distribution of normal stresses across a series of sec-
tions of the corrugated sheet. Huqgen%orger teneometers
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were used for the symmetr~oal beazi, and both Huggenberger
tensometere and a fine’-wlde electrical gagawere ueed for ~
the uneymmetrioal .spe~im.en......?e.causq.thecorrugated sheet
was not perfectly flat and because’ complications due lro
poesible inc~assd buckling of the..qheet;were to be

.....

avoided, the beams wbre always loaded 80 that the sheet
..—-

formed the tension chord of the box.

Inasmuch as more data were obtained for the unsym-
metrical specimen, the data. for that beam are somewhat
nore definite than for the symmetrical. The shape of the
stress-distribution curves at all sections ie In general .
acc,ord with the developed. theory.

The, theoretical proued~re preeented in part I Is the
work. of Dr. Eric Reissner. of the--Department of Mathematics
of the Ma’esachusetts In.qtitute of Techno”Iogy.

-.
At his SU.$-

!gestlon, Hymen Katz investigated the tiffect of varying
certain transverse stlffnesses o’n the symmetrical beam;
the data credited to him are taken from reference 1.

Aldridge (reference 2) and Amarante (references 3
and 4) carried out the experimental work on the symmetri-
cal beamq The test ~a.ta are taken from references 2, 3,

b

and 4; meet of the”woi.k was from the tests of Amarante,
who Inveetlgated beveral cross eections of the beam. k

The wire-resistance strain gages were Aevelo.ged by
,1 Prof. A. C. Ruge of Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

They were adapted for use on the corrugated sheet by W. l!.
Shuler , who aleo made the etress surveye on the unsymmet-
rical beam.

The entire project was carried out under the super-
vision of Prof. J. S. Newell of the Aeronautics Department
of the Massachusetts Institute’ of Technology. It wae
made pos9~ble by financial .adeistanc~ from the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, under Its program for
fostering research in educational institutions.
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... . . PART. I - THE ORXT?ICAL INVES’TIGAT 10N .
. . .

A- SCOPE Or THE !CE30RY DEVELOPED ~ -—

., .’...

The present theory of the shear lag may be consid-
ered as occupyinq a p~sition intermediate between those ..——
proposed by,lVoa K&rn&a, Reissner, Young*r, Kuhn., and
Ebner and Keller. (See references 5 to 8, tind.10. ) It
was first presented in 1938 (reference 9) without, hom-
ever, elucidating its “relation. to the existing theories.
It may be briefly deecribed by saying that it is applica-
ble to tho problens of Von Z&rr&n and Younqer without
being of the sane mathematical complexity and, that it maY -
be used on problems to which K~nis, -and IV.mer and KolZer!s
theories are. not applicable. .—. -.

. . .

The relation betweeri the difigreh~ theories will b–t
~rought out in section B. In section C, the prese~t the-
ory is applied to tbe analY8is of a symmetrical oue-bay
beam: calculatioris prev~ously reported’ iti.r6ferencg8. 1 and
9 have been partly repeated and extended.

.—
In. secqtion D

the theor~ is used for the aridlysis ‘of nn uns~mmetribal -
one-bay team under unsymmetrical loadin~ conditions. The
procedure usad with this .caie has not been published prQ-

..-.

.—-

. -—

- ..-.—

. Viously.
,..,.”’ ...

$. ., .—,..-—.—-. .. -..—— :
., .“2-. .. . . . .-

.. . .. ““, ..-‘. -..-.
B - THE liATEEM&TIGAfi F~DAMtiNTALS. Ol?THE SHBIAR-LAG !CHEORY

3ESCRIP9!ION OF THE STRUCTURE AIWLYZED .._——
y,. .... ... ., . .. !..;:.”.*%:’ ..:’..-....-,, ,. ~.. .. . ..—— -.

The fundamentals of the shear-la~ the,,oryare %est, ex-
plained by censideri.ng onre si.m@e “s~.rUB%W?e.i:% “EkUrnetrtc.?$ ..
?)OX beam ‘ch’a??ac’teri.z~d Iqr .the”:follbtrin~ “data is ut.ili!zed
here (se& fiq. L): ..J....“: - :. :. , ---..— ... .,. ..’” . ..

● ..
.—-——
..—

The sp-aal”enqth.!t. ..” : ‘“ .-“. .. . “ “–.,.
.. .,

—-— .—
-. .— .

The width 2w. With corruqa.ted s-hee$, 2W IS the ___
“ &evelope& w~.dtliof the .corruqhteti e~~et, %.eing
.c: times thd projected y“idth wtigre . c _is..acoef- . _
ficient depen@.ikq upon. the pi$c’h-depth ratio of,,_ .-=
the corruqatiieh.” - . . ..—--

. ..,.. . .,.
s ,. ____ ._

,.. . . . . . .,
:.. . .—-

. . . .;

. .’. #, .._—-
.. , . . . .-, ..— --— -

,!
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The moment of Inertia of. the side beam and oover
plates, l..

The thickness of the cover sheet, t.

The elastio mod,uli of the cover sheet.

The oross-sectional area A of a Btrlnger 6ymme4ri-
oally attacked to the cover sheet, if a stringer

.m%e ueed.

This box beam is assumed to be rigidly. supported ati
6ke end and to be loaded at the free ends of the side
beams.

The aim of the prooedure developed. here is the deter-
mination of the distribution of .strees In the cover sheet,
in the side beams, and in the middle stiffener if one be
used. The need for such a procedure was shown by strain
surveys on airplane wings, which demonstrated that all
regions of the cover Eheet would not be equally effeotivg
and, consequently, that the elementary beam theory whioh
assumed uniform normal stress distribution across the
cover sheet was no longer sufficiently accurate-

‘The cover sheets being flat and without load normal
to their plane and the sheet thioknees t small pompared
with the height h of the beam, it follows that tho prob-
lem of the determination of the stresses in the sheet oan
be olasslfied as a problem of plane stress.

THE WJllDAMlllNTALSOr THE THEORY OF PLAIHI S!I%BSS

It Is well known that the theory of plane stress leads
to a set of different.ial. equations involving three etress
components and two displacement aomponepts and that these
equatione are made complete by the addition of a set of
boundary condition which express ths manner in which the
loads are introduced into the sheet,

In’the following diecusslon it is essential that the
sheet be oonslde.red an anisotrop$c material, that is, a
material possessing elastic properties different In ite
transferee and longitudinal dlrection$. One of the pur-
poses of this section 1s, In fact, to point out that the
various existing theorlee distinguish themselves only by
making different assumptions concerning the anisotropy
of the sheet material.

r . .
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The fund~mental plane-stress equations are:. . ——
.. ...

a) Tlljeequations of “equilibrium for the th_ree-st~ese
components” : ,.“.. _—

.a~x’ aJ,..-” . ,“-
—+ = b .:,.
ax aY -,

_(la) ““

.-
(1I))

b) The strese-strain relatlone Involving the stress
components and the displacement components u
and v, which are, for an anisotropic material
of the kind here considered,,:.

(2a)

Xy$+cy - vy~x :“--(2b) —

(
Q g.

)+% =7...”

~2c) . _

In these equations, Ex denotes the modul”us of

elasticity in spanwise and ‘Y “ In transverse direotlon

If a system of coordinates x,y be Introduced where the
x-direction is the sp”anvise and the ‘y-direction the trans-
verse !Che symbol G denotes the shear modulus. (As
long as the-sheet is not wrinkled, G is a coqetant of
the .materlal. 3’or sheete”””wrlnklod- under the: influence of
etress, it ie customary to denote G as the r~dueed shear
modulus, the amount of red,uction- depending on the extent
to which wrinkles are developed. No consldera”tlon 1s,

—-——

however, given to this, aspect of the problem in the pres- ._
ent investigatlop.) The constants Vx and Vy are two

Poissonfs ratios. For the exlstenoe of a strain-energy
functiori; It is necessary that the following relation
exist between the elastic constants:

. . .
., .V= E’x”= UX my . . _-.(3)

. . .- — .-—
.. . . . —“.
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,Concornlng the boundary conditions, It is necessary
only “to state at this place that they exprese the condi-
tions of snpport as well as the conditiou that the strains
In the side benms and stiffeners. must coincide with those
of the sheet alorig all junctions and that each element of,
these members must be In equilibrium under the Influence
of the external forces and of the edge ehear of the sheet
acting on the element.

A DISCUSSION 03 THZl EXIS!l?Il?GSOLU!l?.IOl?S

The basic equations (1) and (2) being available, it
Is possible to state the differences between the existing
eolutlons of the shear-lag” problem ae follows:

(a) Von K&rm&n (reference 5):

(b) younger (referenoe 7):

Ex = a, %
= m, Vx = v“= = o

(0) Ktin (reference 8):

E= = o~ Ey = m, v= = Vy. ()

(d) Reissner (reference g):

E= = E, Ity=.(),, Vx = v, Vy = o, (1. E

2(1 + v)

(e) Ebner and K811er (reference 10):

. .

The foregoi~g conditions indicate that Von K&rm&n’
considered an Isotropic ”sheet, Younger a sheet elastic
In the spanwise dir~ct$on but figld in the transverse,
Kuhn a sheet having no spanwise, ~lastici$y but rigid
transversely. Reissnerls solution presupposes a material
elastic In the spanwise direction and not resistant trans-
versely, while Ebner and X811er oonsider a sheet material

.

r



.

entire~y ’lacking in resis.t.ante to noT”rnal-stresses and ef-
fective only In shear. ..” “.’ “-.

..- .— .-

Solutions (a) ‘and (b) ha~e a certain disadvantage in
that the mathematical dlffieulty:in satisfying all bou”d-
ary contiitlons may be great, it,havlng been surzt”ounted at ____
present only for certain types.of baundary conditions.

J-

!l?hesolvable cases may be characterized by the statement,
that “for them the structure considered must be part of a
beam Infinitely extended in the .spanwlse dlr.cotton and

..

sub:ected to a pert’odic load distribution. &or a b6arn~6f
finite sran - length equal to 1, 1/2, or l/4uperiod”.~ th:s
requires that the following conditions are satisfied at
the ends: Zither shear stress and spanwise &$8pla&emen%”” - ,-
are simultaneously. zero, or normal. stress and transverse --

displacement are sim~ltaneously zero. Whereas the 6econd..——.
condition describes the state of str~ss at the free “e”nd-- ‘-

.—

of a beam rather well, it is uncertain to what extent the
first condition 05 vanishing shear along a built-in edge --
may reduce the accurac~ of.the solution in the neighborhood-- - -.,-
of the edge when applied to actual problems. ‘. . ..-. ...=

. .
Kuhnls solution (c) may be said to be eminently appli-

cable if the structure Is such that the axial load carry-
ing capacity of the sheets is insignificant compared with
the corresponding capacity of the stringer materiA1.. “~, “- ..-
however, most of the ~ial normal stress is carried by the

.—

sheets, as would occur with corrugated cover sheets, his
theory does not appear to apply.

,.

It was for this case that solution (d) was developed. ... -
ThZs theory gives essent~ally:~he results of theories (a)
and (b) without being of the saqe ,mathematical difficulty,
the simplifying assumption inv~lvbd betng that the tran~”- ‘—

...—-—.-----

verse normal stresses which accompany the @hear an”d span-
wise normal etres8, bu~ are not.%n, themselves of primary
interest, are not carrfed by the sheet itself but hy trans-
verse stiffeners. The” specific advantage of this theory
is that it. is possible to sa”tlsfy any bouadary condition

.

which tiay”occur” &long transverse- sections.. It iS thought
that this %heor$.is applicable to flat. sheete as well as

..—

corrugated,
—.-

when the”””corrug~ted sheets are considered as
.-

nohisotrbpic”.flat” sheets. Owing to the neglected trans-
.-

verse resistance of the rnateriad..,it is to be ex2ected
that the results are closer to reality for corrugated than
for flet shsets, which is one of the reasons for testing a
beam with corrugated cover-
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The theory of Ebner and K611er (reference 10) goee
further. It neglects the resistance of the sheet” to both
transverse and spanwise normal stresses and takes Into
consideration only the normal-dtress-carrying capacity
ofi the stiffener and the shear-stress-carrying capacity
of the sheet, Therefore, the remarks made about–Kuhn~s
theory also apply here. One observation which should be
added, however, Is that t-he Ebnor-Kt!ller theory i.s essen-
tially & framework theory and the methods developed for
the treatment of statically indeterminate framework6 can
therefore be applied to permit the analysis of rather
complicated structures.

!I!K31G3!HERAL SOLUTION FOR THE SHEET

WI!I!HOUT TRANSVl!RS3 ST13’FN21SS

In this section the gensral solution, as previously
derived in refersnoe 9, of the equations (1] and (2) is
given for the case (d):

xl= = E, ‘Y =0

It. lswrltten in the form

‘Y=o (3a)

T =“f(y) (ah)

Ux = -xf~(y) +’ g(y) (30)

(4a)Eu=-~ xaft(y) i- xg(y) + h(y)

()
E ~= ~ X3ft1(y) - ~ Xa~l(y) - Xht(yj + ; xf(y)+k(y)(4b)

where f, g, h, and k are four arbitrary functions,
The solutlon is to be obtained by direct “integration, of
equations (1) and (2) ; the arbitrary funotions in the
solution ace determined from conditions along transverse
sections of the beam, and the remaining arbitrary con-
stants are determined from conditions along the Junotion
between side webs and sheets, or stringers and sheets.

-.

“
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o- SHMAE LAG IN A SYMMETRICAL BEAM UNDER

SYMKIlTRIC4i LOADING CONDITIONS

THE EEAM WITH AXI&LY RIGID !CRANSVERS31 EIVD STIY’YENER
.. ..

In this sectton the stress distribution in the cover
sheet of the b,eam that wae investigated,.experlmen*allY is
determined theoretically. A beam is ooneidered. carrying
a cover sheet on” only one side. Furthermore, no Bpanwiee
stringer ie attached- (See fig. 2.) For the, behavior of
the transverse end stiffener the following assumptlone aqe
made :

1. The deformation of the stiffener in the direction
of ite own axis ie neglectadi Thie assumption
is later shown to be permissible

2. The resistance to bending in the plane of the
sheet Ie neglected in comparieo”n with the cor-
re’eponding resistance of the sheet. This as-
sumption follows from the fact that

lstiffbner

.-—
<< 13t, ae hae been noted previously

In referenoe 8;

Under these assumption the following boundarY co~di- ___
tlone hold: # .

At the built-in end,. . . .
,sl:’ .,

x’”= 0, u = 09 ,V = o “’ (5a,b) ‘~

At the free end,
..

.

x = 19 ax = 0, v= o (6a,b)

These conditions are those assumed in reference 9, In ad-
dition, one tiondltion not previously mentioned is needed
to determine the solution nume:~lcally.” In order to formu-
late this condition, it “ie’first necessary to determine
what may be called the “effeotive wldth~...of.the eheett
that ie, that width of the eheet which under the aseump-
tlon of uniform stress distribution would add the same
strength to the beam as the’actual sheet under the actual
(not yet determined) strees dietribution~,. This width maY
be written
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(7)

If the seation n!odulus W of the beam ie determined

with this Weff, than the remaining condition 1s

(8}

,.

In order to detarmine : N, it is first neoesOary to
find the neutral axis of the beam, and then the moment of
inertia. The followlng calculation gives these quantities
in a convenient form. l’or the distance e of thd neutral

axis from the top one has (fig. 3)
..

4 e(Ao + wefft) = eoAo (9]
.,

The moment of inertia is

.1.= 10 + (e. - e)a’Ao + eawefft
,“ . . .

.= 10 + eoaAo + eaAO - 2e’eoAo + eawe~t
.“”

= 10 + eoaAo + ea(A.o + wefft) - 2eeoAo

and wlt$ (9)

I = 10 + eoaAo + eeo~o - 2eeoAo “

= 10 + eoaAo - eeoAo

= 10 + eeo(Ao + wefft) - eoAo

I = 10 + eeowefft

With (9) and (10) one has

w=+= ~ (A. +
eoho

l.”

(
= ~ + wefft 00

,.

..

Wefft-) + w e$ft 00

10
+—

eoAo )
, Introducing (11) into (8) gives

rl

1‘J2+w (
10..

‘aX) edge e. ~fft e. + —
)]

=M
eoAo

(lo)

.

n

●

b

—
i.

and with weff from (7)

r



,cal TO”;” 11

+x)edge” (O....
10

60A0
w

..——
t

•.+ +

..
~ te a“’

(ax)ed&e I
(

+~1

o,,

Equation (12) will eerve

I
+ 8A

=0 o
,J”.

to make

~
“Xdy = 10

Solutloll

(12)

.“

eteg

-—

M

compl

Introducing
general solut

the boundary.condi$”ions (5)
ion, equations (3) and (4),

and (6)
gives

into

—the .—. .-..

h(y) 0, k(y) = O (13)

-. \

. L;
2

fl(Y) -1-?4;) 0

f (F)

. .

ffl(y)

,.

0“

..

agi(yj

Insertiug (14) into (15) gives ...” .-
. —

f II (~-) f (“T) o- (16\.-1-

!lhle eecond-
Solution

order
. .

linear
..

differential equation has
.. . .-——-

the
-. ——

f(Y) = cl slnh KY + C~ cosh Ky,. .., ..
(17)...—-

where C.-l.and C‘a.’a~e constant
..

K = &%.

s O“f

t

‘-Iht’bgration and
,.-
... .. ........

..:.
..

.——
-.

L% e according to eqy t i ons (3) an-d.stresses are, .-..—

..—. —,

. .

. .
(y).; :.’

x) .f.l(y)

. .
., -, .. !

09)
-—-.—

(20)..

..-

%

stress ‘
. .
u= even --itSince

follow
the normql
s that ._—

JJ
,,

a =. o
. .

..
,r

.- :21)

The rdmairi
last edge

‘ing
oond

constant o~ is to b
.Ition (12). Introduc

e determ
ing (2.0)

Ined from
into (12)

the
gi,ves

. .
..1 ;’ ..:-

:. . 4,

. .

,.
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[ (
t~o=: -~+ *) (f(Y)

(1 - x) f!(w) + -
10 1-f(o)) =

o

00
=M—=

10
F(t - x) ~ (22)

..

Inserting the value Of f(y) from (17) into (22) gives
. . .

[:.

Id*eoa .
cl E cosh~”w i-—

I (
.1 +“ ~oaAo.

)
sinh tt.W 1=P (23)

0“,

from which one obtains finally for “U=

/ P(Z - X)9 .

J
Lo coah KY

a’~ =
wteoa

1+7
(
,1 + Im .tanh K-w cosh KW

eoaAo ) KW

It is this expression for ax which is to be
against the experimental data obtained on the
beam in part 11 of this report. .

THE BEAM ?!ITH ELASTIC END STIFFENER

(24)

cheaksd
symmetrical

In this section the extent to which-the axial defor-
mation of the end stiffener Influences $he stress distri-
bution in the sheet is investigated. Tlie result will”be
that this influence will be so small that the simpler solu-
tion of the preoed.ing paragraph is. sufficiently acourate
under ordinary oonditlons.

The boundary condition which now must- be”eatisfied =
Instead of condition (6b),, that the transverse end dis-
placement v(a) vanishes - will express the fact that
axial deformation of %h?. stiffener under the influence of
the shear aoting between sheet and stiffener must equal
the oorreapondlng deformation of the sheet.

If the traneveree-stiffener etrese is denoted bY ~B,
then, in order that each stiffener element be in equilib-
rium under the influence of the forces sating on it, one
has .

. . .

& (~8c~) - ‘“=-ot ti 1.) (25)

.

..

u

.

r
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. .Tlie.:stress as pr~duces -a,n”axial stra”in of. amount ... ..,-—... . . . .“... .’ - .. ..- ,-----

()
~ us

.Cs = ‘T’. ”-.” (@ ..:_ .“....ay ~.” , , ““..- .. . ..-..,—..”... —,

For reasons of continuity, VS (F) must equal the trans-, .
verse displacement P(I,?) of the sheet. Thus, combin-
ing (25) and (26), there follows a condition,

——
containing.’ on$y sheet stresses

‘“ Since no forces are
stiffener, it follows that

., ....,... .

and strains
..-

.—

1
hL&l . ~~(~,y) .~ -

..____
(27) .

,,-

introduced at the free ends Of the ._._ ..-

CTa(w) = ii!(av(t ,Y)
)ar. ~=

o
. .

(28)
. ..

. .

*

●

All boundar~ conditions are now represented by (5a,b),
(6a), (27), (28), and (12). As befor,e, It follows from
(5a, b) and (6ti) that in. the general solution (3) and (4)

. .

h(y) = O, k(y) = O

g(Y). =”~f’(Y) . .
. .. . ,. - ..

With that,
. .

. . . . . T = f(Y)
,.

and :fron (4b)~ .. . .-”... .“..

which, with g(y) from (14),

.
()~ aav : 13f1v(y) + : lfn(y)=-—~ x=,t: ,.-

, ,“
.’ . . .,. .. .

,..:.. .

. .

. .

(13)

(14)

(3b)

.—

.(29) .-._-—

..—

-...

i-.
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Introducing this relatioti into the.boundary oondition (27)
gives the differential equation. for f(y)

or

+lV(Y) +:t f’’(y) -+-f(y) = o
0

(31)

(31a)

Since this Is a linear equation containing only derfvatlveta
of” even order, one may assume for the solution

f = sinh hy (32)

which, Introduced Into (31s) , oonverts this expression
into

A4-=N +*=0 (33)
laG \=A~

.

(34)

h=a= 1+%$[1+ J-2] .
(36)

Aaa .+:+[,. ~-j

It is remarkable that values of AL and Aa are real
only so long as

3Ea

()
~<- - (36)
s 4G

that is, as long as for the given sheet dimenelons the
stiffener area A8 is not too 8ma11. Although there Ie
no great difficulty in handling the cases of complex A,
they are not corisidered here sinoe the oalculatlons in-
volved would be rather langthy.

1’
.
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E’or real AL and. ha. one ~ae ae the solution of ...__

equat~on (31a) .. . .“-.....”””-“r - ~.-.~“-~-~-:””””””-“‘~”~ , .-- ‘1 ~
....-

f = c1 sinh Azy +“ ca””s”inh.AaY
(37) “..-

!Chp two constants c and c2.
t)

follow from the remaining
‘conditions “(28) and 12 .

Erom (28), together with (30),
*“

..
fro(w)- .*’(W) = o

. :.- ----

which giveO ..-. .- —-.-—
..,.

[

3

1 .[.

3

1
i39)-’~ A= ,cosh Alw + ca hael fix “~ Aa coshha~ = O“”

laG .. . .
4’

This can be simplified, observing that from ,(35) follows

(40)

so that
..

.,.
c =.A=ba..coEh h~w + Ca,~~la COSh &iW u 0“ (41)

With this, (37) becomes .

[“

Aa co~h’hzw
f(Y) = cl s~nh ~fl - —

A= Cosh A;w
sinh Aay

. 1
..

and with some obher constant, c .“
F -t

Tl= f(y)= c hl(coshAaw) sinhAly- ~a(coeh hzW) sinh.Aay ~ (42)
L J

The normal stress ax becomee ...- -..

Crx = (a - x)f’(Y) ..

= C(1 - X) ~Ala(coshh aw),coe,h Aly - Aaa.(coBh ~lw)cosh~ay]

(42a)

and the effective width, defined by equation .(7)
.,. .——

..—.-—

.-

—_—.

-—
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1
‘eff = [Al tanh Alw - ha tanh Aa w] (43)

h la - Aaa

In figure 4(a) are plotted values of weff/w versus w/1

for different value% of the quantity \t/A~. !l!hesecurves,

which are taken from reference 1, show that in the prao-
tical range, when O <W/i <0.6, ‘eff/w ia very little

influenced by a ohango or the original assumption It/As= Oo
It has therefore been considered unnecessary to carry the
calculation further toward numerical values for the actual
dis”tributlon of stress across the panel which was oaloulat-
ed for the ease \t/As = 0s

In reference l.calculations have also been made taking ‘--
Into consideration the moment of inertia I of the trans-
verse stiffener in the plane of the sheet, which, for equa-
tl.on (43), was assumed equal to zero. Curves corresponding
to figure 4(a) have been plotted in figure 4(b) for the
limiting case of infinite stiffnese I = ~ They also show
that, in the praotical range, the value of It/Aq may be
considered equal to seroo It may be remarked that the as-
sumption I = m Is exacfly the one to be made if one wants
to determine the stresses Ln a be~.m built in on two ends
and loaded In the middle, For reasons of symmetry the span-
wiss displacement u is sero along the middle section and
one may therefore uonslder the part of the beam. to one eide
of the middle section as a cantilever with a tr,ansv.erse end
stiffener rigid in bending. . . .

D- STR2!SS DISTR13UTIC)N IN THE UNSYkMEl!RIOAL BEAM

WITH UNSY!lMZiTRIOAL LOAD APPLICATION

A structure consisting of,two eidq. beams of–unequal
dimensions, and a cover sheet which is attached to both eide
beams, ie to be ~nvest.igated in this section. The ~tru~-

ture is loaded nt t-he free- end bv two concentrated forces
of different ma;nttudes, each a~plied t;o one of the side _
bea~s . (See fi~a 5.)

.-

●

a

—

●

.

-—
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There appears to b~ no ,pr,ev”ioustreatrnept of this .-
parti.cular structural problem in the literature; whether- __,
the shear lag in the cover sheet be considered or disre-
g~rded. In order to cover the practica?..range of,.$truc- _
tures of this sort a general solution is developed and
its application to certain specific arrangements is in- ..—-
vestlgated.

--.

One of the limiting cases for the,solutto,n, that for
which the sheet width is small compared with the span
length so that shear lag is negligible,, ~s..~8~iy9@._.rom
the more general solution and the result stated separately.

.

Por the anal:rsis of the structure the. following as-
sunptioas are made: .-_—

1. The distribution of normal stress across the sec-
tions of the side beams Is linear..,

2. The stress distribution in the cover sheet is
governed by the laws of plane stress.

.,..

DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS

1 span of beam .,

2W width of beam

--

..—

11, Ia moments of inertia of side beams

Al, A~ cross-sectional areas “of side Beams”

e~, ea distances “if neti~ra~ axes of side beams from
cover .

,... .

hl, ha heights.of side beams
-—-—
.-

alt Cra normal stresses in side beams “ .:. :..._—

Tl, T= shear e.tresses”.in si5e beams ...=

ax, T stressed In cover sheet

x, y, z coordinate: ‘- “X;Y in planb”dfl,BliOet,,,..
z, normal to plane of sheet .-

b ~, 1)~ thicknesses of side beams
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.

Pz, Pa Ioade on side beams
.

. .

BOUHDAEY AND 0!ZH3R COlliSITIONS F02 THE S!l!RESSESm

As boundary conditions one has to satisfy the condi-
tion of izero shear at the bottom of the side beams:

TZ(hl) = O (44a)

Ta(ha) = O (44b)

the condition that the pormal stresses In sheet and side
beams are continuous:

(TX(-w)= a~(o) (45a)

U’=(+w) = ~a(0) (45%)

the oondition that the edge shear in the sheet is in
equilibrium with the shear at the top of the side beams

t 7(-W) = -bl(0) T1(0) (46a)

t ‘r(+W) = ha(0) Ta(0) (4611)

As further boundary conditions one has the conditions
(5) and (6) at the fixed and at the free end of the sheet,
which, as before, give for” the sh~et stress”es

..-

.

.

..-

,.

.

. .
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1’= Cz sinh KY + Ca coshlcy (19)

~x = (t - x) ~ [cl cosh K y + Ca sinh Kyo (20)

In’ order to complete the statement of the” problem, the
following equilibrium conditions are added:

The relation between side-beam ehear and normal
stress,

at(z) T:(z) ah(z) c(z)
a.z . + ax =0 (47)

which may be Integrated - oon~iderlng (44) -, to

z
bx(z)7z(z) = -g{l bz(z)crl(z) dz (48a) -

llama = ‘Z”b=(z)ua(z) dz‘~XJh2 (48b) —.

The condltlon, that the resultant aide-beam’ shear-on each
side equals the applied load, .

.. . . ___

Lo Tl(Z) b~(z)’d~ = Pz : (49a)
z.

,.
j; 7=(2) ba(z)dz = pa (49b) ““

a J,. . .

On account of the aeeume~ linear normal-stress dis-
tribution in the. side beams,.”there may be written

CL = al(o) + Zall(o) (50a) ‘“

‘Ua = C*(O)’ /’ZOal(0) “ (50b) ,

Introducing these expressions Into equations (48) for the

.—

shear, it follows that

Tl(z)bl(z) = - W j: bz(,)d~ - a:;(o)
3.

affa(o) jz ba(z)dz -a oaf (o)Ta(z)ba(~) = - —
ax h+ i3k

and for the shear at the top of team (z =

z

L~zbl(z)dz (51a)

~~azba(z)dz (51b) ““-–
-.-—

0)
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a~ll(o)ihlm Al + ~
TJo)bJo) = — e~A~ (52a)

ax

ad~(o) *= + Z@;(o) :aAa
Ta(0)ba(O) ~ _ (52b)

ax ax

Introducing equation for the shear Into equatione (49)
gives two equations of the form

If oue transforms the double integrals In (53), by inte-
gration by parts, as follows

( {(b(t)dt} dz ‘{z@t)~t}[-j z b(z)ds (54)

the part which is integrated out vanishee at both limit~,
and one obtaine instead of (53)

(55a)

(55b)

The boundary oonditlons in their final form are now:

1. From (46) and (52),

2. From (45) and (50)”,

(56a)

(56b)

,.
;l(0) = Crx(-w) (45a)

~, ~a(0) = ax(w) (45b)

—

.

●

✎

3. Equations (55).



When the ehee-t stresses T(lf),”T.(-v):ia“re .e~ ressed in ... __ ____
b terms of ax(w) and Ox(-w) 7(or vice ve~sa , one has in

. equations (55), (56)..,and~(45) aix .equat%ons for six un-
knowns, which can be solved.

.

● ✎

. . .

RELAkION Bizwiim IiDdE SHEAR’AN-D EDGE ’NORkiAL

,. ZN TI?HESHEE!I!.. ,

>

STRES5 ““

. .The..aheet stress.e-s were ..
..

T= Cl Sfti l$y+ C~ cosh~y.,.
.

ax =(a- X) K~sz cosh~y + ca sinh Ky]

If ax(w) and. mx(-w) are” prescribed, ono obtains.

(1 -,. x) K [o=cosh KW + .casinh KW] = Ux(w)

(a - X),K [clcosh K“W - casinh KW] = ~x(-w)

. so that
ax(w) + Ux(-w)

c1 =
2(1 - x) K coshttw

ax(w) -Crx(-w)
Ca =

2(1 - x) K slnhKw

. .

(19)

(20)

(57a)

(57b)

(58a)

(58b)

and

{

~x(w) + CTx(-w) sinh~ + (TX(W) - o’x(-w) coshKy
T=~

K }
(59)

2(1 - x) coshttw 2(1 - x) sinhEw

—.—

-——.———

,. ._—
m. -——

Writing now ...—-.—

(TX = (t - X)sx, C*= (1 - X)SL, CTa = (1 - X)sa (60)
.

gives
:... -.: .,. . -.—

~ [sx(w)-sx(-w)l $l!4_&.{
~ ‘~[s=(w)+s=(-w)] ,tf+h.it.w+2T(w) = K ) 61a).,,: .,

T(-w) =<:-:[SX(W)+SX(-W) ) *anh m+-:[sx(w)-sx(-w)i-c~ &Kw~61b)

and the boundary conditions “(55), (56), and (45) become
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S1(0) eaA1 + slt(0)(el=A1 + 11) =

62(0) eaAa + sal(0)(eaaAa + Ia) =

{
sl(0) + O1sl l(0) = + ~ -

s~(w) +’ 8X(-W)

Al 2

+ 8X(W) ‘- 6X(-W)

2

P1

Pa

tanh KW

KW

coth KW

Kw

S2(0) + OaSal(0) = - ~
{

ax(w) + SX(-W) tanh KW

Aa ‘ z KW

+ s=(w) - SX(-W) ooth KW

2 l$w

EL(0) = 6X(-W)

Sa(0) = SX(W)

}

}

Introducing (64) Into (63) and writing for brevity

tw
—=
AA

coth KW + tanh Kw coth KW
= a,

- tanh KW =

Kw Kw $

Es(O) F+w - 81(0) [w+ “s’(o) ‘a = 0

Eliminating ~X1(’O)’ and sal(o) iy iieans of (%2):

P~1(()) = — - s(o) aeA
eaA + I eA+I

one has, with the further abbreviation,

1
I ‘7

l+—
e aA

(62a)

(62b)

(63a)

(63b)

(64a)

(64b)

(66)

(66)

(67a)

(67b)

(62)

- (68)

●

✎
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. .
3’liPRESSIO,NS:EO~ TEE STRESSES

Solving the equatl’ons (69’), one may

:81(0) =: kll Pi + kla Pa
.

~a (0) = kal ?1 + kaa Pa

write:

. ..

23

.-.—
(69a)

(69b) -

..

.(70a) . .-.

(70b)

—
~71aj . .

..(71b) - .
.-

.

.- . .-. —
..” -. .-

(71d) _..——.-.—

For the fiber stresses at the bottom of the side beams,
one obtains, with (62) an,d (50)’ “ “ “,.

,. .—

sl(hl) =, - sl’(0)”

sa(ha) = - sa(0)

(hl-e~)e.X - .“hl ...
+ P;

elaA~+ 13 a.A1+ 11e1’

(72a)

,.

(ha-ea)ea + pa ha
(72b)

eaaA2+ Ia eaaAa+ Ia
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The dletribution of normal stresses across the cover sheet
then follows, from ”(20), (58), (60), and (64)9 as

s (1 - x) {
el(0)+ sa(0) coehKy+el(0) - es(o) sinh~y

u~ }
(73

2 coshtcw 2 slnhkw

Equatione (70) to (73) contain the oomplete rea~lt for the
problem considered, that of determining the stress distri-

—

buttou for an unsymmetrloal beam with unsymmetrical loading.

.

In the following paragraph, certain general conclu-
sion which appear to be ueeful have been drawn.

A CONDITION POR SYMMETRY OF THE S!CRESS IE THE SHEET

!l?hecondition for symmetry of stress In the sheet ie

ez(C)) = sa(0)

which by meqns qf (71) may be written

P% = P=
kaa - kla

kl~ - kal

or, expltcitlyl

“=p’~

and with (66) and (68) -1

L 13

[
tanh~w -

+ A~— eaaAa + 1s
ea A= + ,1= Kw -1 1

tw tanh~w
~ + elAl ~~

12 ‘Ia
—+

1 1

tw tanhtcw
_+eaAa ~~

ea ea

(74)

.

,

.— —

.

.
(75)

-..



.

,

Condition (75), for symmetric:.1 s-tress in the cover eheet,
should be valuable for .tbe ‘&xpe-rimental verification of

..

the theory. . ..... .... .

. . .
. . . . .- . . .

TEE BEAM STRESSES

.. .
When the ratio between

. . . .

YOR IJO

width
small number, then shear lag- will
results of the calculation will be
it follows from (66) that

. .... . . .. . . ..
.

. .. - - . .- — -.-..— ..—

SHEAR.LAG ..-

W and span 1 is a
be negligible and the
simplified, If w/\<l, –

and the equations given previously may be used —

s=(o) = ‘kllP1+ k1aP2
1

(70a)

Sa(0) = k=lPl + kaapa
>

(?O@). . .,.,. . .. . ...
It is somewhat difficult to obtain the llmfting values c).f
the kts for a and @ approaching infinity becamse- the -I
quantities occur in the combination aV, and Y = twyA
may appraach zero (for ins-tance if the “case”of two separate
beame - cover sheet thickness t=().- ahall be included)..
Under such circumstances the c~mputation proceeds as “fol-
lows :

.—
..... ... . .—.....

, .

..-.-

el
,. .——

,. ,. ..—-

= .e”La4~.+ l=”. , ., .“ -
(76)

E’rom (66a) follows . . ..—

, . . . . . ., . . ., .-u ..,. . . . .,. ~66b) .-. .-–
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. .

so that el
. ~i

“e’”l...1“-+ Iz .: .
lcll =, ‘m , . . . (77)

11 +~a(l-Y2)+ 2A;”

elaA1 + 11 2 (1 - Y=) +c&/2
.’

for t = O and ‘cc finite, that is, with no cover sheet,
it follows that

(78)

which is as it should be.

If t # O, it is necessary to decide upon a useful
range of valuqs for A a, which is .

(79)

Taking as reasonable values .~ = 10, & = ~, A = 20 XO*1,
●

t = 0.05, t = 200, one obtains the result,
.,.

= 5X1OX*
.

Aa = 6,. whioh is somewhat larger than Y.
.

,.

‘.Therefore,
el. . .

In this formula it Is not correct tro make t approach
zero in order. to obtain the result for the caee of the
two separate side beams. That result $s, however,
obtained if t and Aa ere both assumed” equal to zero.

For kla, one obtains -t,nthe same

t=o: k~a = O ea

m



wh,tc’iz;witli :(6613) mdy ‘oo.tirttt?n - “.. . -
1 .-

.“~ ..:.
. ‘.. ..’. —--hap ‘.-”:~:ea..

..
eaJ-a+Ia 2.-’:,-

k =“”a“~- -—.:_——-

.(1 - “>*
~a.: , “Yl) ‘+ (1 -“y=’) -& .+ A=Aaa

.

,,-, . ... ~.
...— .:. ?..,. .—..—

. ---.

.- -
.-

‘a .
. ;“~+–-~

.,.r-—. —

~.
-%

s-————la (8,2) .-–

(1 “: yJ + ~:” (1 - Ya) + 2“A1 “ ‘“-”“--.

,“
, ._.-_-—

Rewr~ting equation (82) with, according to (68), ~ ““ I

l- Y=”l” (68a~
eaA + I .. . . ;., ,

one has, with (70) and (60)m for the normal stress in the
top fiber of the aide beam which cqrries Pz

. . ,.

[

——

=(1-X) P.
‘1

~1
&:ela Ai.+’-Il “ ‘ d~aAx + 11,

1-1”+”1A .+ 2tw
Al eaaAa + I= A=

-’t,.
9a

+ Pa
...—.

)

(83)
Aa “ ~a~A”a + Ia - “a

1==+11
ea Aa + Ia

+ 2t,w
A &.,,.+L% + :13.--- . ....

A correspon~ing result holds for ~a. Assuming- Pal .~=,t

or PI* Al, 5 eqllal to zero yields the result for *WO

.

——
.—

-. —

—

-— .
separate ai&e beag’s.

. .
.. ,-,. - .“. .r’

THE SYMMETRICALLY DEFLECTED BEAM
.“ ...

In a previoue section a condition wae derived ineur-
Ing a distribution of stress in the cover she”e.t”symmetric-
al about the center line (Y = O) of the sheet. It Ie
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apparent that for unequal side beams this oontiition will,
in general,, produce unequal dhfleotiona of the side beamO,
Sinoe the oondition of equal deflection of the two side
beams is also of some inte&eBt, it shall now be derived,

Aocordlng to equation (50), the etresses in the talde
beamB are

cr~= a~(o) + z u~l(o) (50b)

where 6(0) and CT1 (0) are independent of z.

The curvature, and. with that the defleotlon, of the
Bide beams is proportional to the part of-the sbr.esses
varying linearly with z. Therefore, the oondltlon for
equal deflection is,

crl~(o) = Cal(o)

or with (60)

SII ~ .s=l

Equations (62) gives” St in terms of

PI ,.
S,l = elA~

- Sa
elahl + 11 el=AL + I%

(84)

(84a)

s and P

(85a)

(86b)

...—

.

.“

If PI tbnd Pa are iritroduoed from equations (69), there
fOllOWB

whioh simplifies to

.
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,,-’: [l’”:-+I:W=”- :“”[l’’’+.%+ %$ ~,..

.. . . ... .

E’rom (69) follows for’ the relation between. PI ‘ and

-. .

where the ratio [s~/sll i6 given by. equation ‘(86).,
would be possible to substitute explicitly (86) into

(86)

Pa

(87)

rt

(87),

. .—

.

.-— .

.-—

However, the resulting ’,equatioq would be ia~hqr unwieldy,
so it seems “best to leave the result in the present form,

......—_—
,.

PART II -.ExPERIlqENTkL .INVES!CI@ATION
..:

A- SYMMETRICAL BEAM “

Description of Test Speoirnen

In order to ‘confirm or disprove the” stress distribu-
tions In ‘the corrugated cover sheet indicated-by the ex- _ ,,...
preselons developed-for the symmetrical box beam in sec-
tion C of part I, abeam was constructed as Shown in fig-
ures 6 and 7, ‘The side beams were ‘9 feet 6 inches long
and were made from 4-inoh, 24ST aluminum-alloy H-learns

—

having 4-inch by l/4-inch cover plates bolted to them on
the sides opposite the”corrugated sheet. ‘“The corrugated
sheet was nominally lL/4 by “3/8 .lnch.24ST alum~num alloy
8 feet 6 inches long by 355/i.8 inches wide; A 4-inch
width on eac’h side of “the sheet was left flat so “that it
could be attached to the side beamdi The attaohmen.t was
made by 3/8-lnoh diameter eteel machine bolts s~aoed 4
Inohes apart in two “rows and staggered to giv’e an effeo-
tive pitoh of 2 inches. The beam was designed to.,be
loaded so.that the corrugated cover sheet would, be. on: the

—

tension side of the seotion. .—

. ..—

Figures 8 to 11 show the size of the”varioia~ In-embtirs
in the test beam in detail. Aluminum-alloy channels were
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used between the webs of t~e 11-tieamsat each end and at
the center to prevent the beamsl rotating under the
atressee due to bending. These channels were 2 l/a inches
deep,

In addition, tran~verse stiffeners were attached to
the beam flanges and to the corrugated sheet at the oen-
tsr o~the span and near ,eaoh end of the eheet to prevent
transverse Btraining of the sheet at these se,ctionsf The
stiffeners at midspan were very rigid, being two 3-inoh
structural-steel channels, Two si.zee of 24ST alumlnum-
alloy angles were used for end sti-ffeners, one being
heavier than would be normally employed, the other lighter,
in order to demonetrata whether or not “a variation in
transferee stiffness would materially affeot the stress
distribution across the corrugated sheet. These stiffen-
ers were attached to the orest of each corrugation by
l/4-inoh diameter steel maohine bolts and to the flanges
of the H-beams by 3/8-inch bol”ts. The heavier stiffener
was a 3 by 2 by 7/16 “Inch angle having about three times
the cross-seotlonal area of the lighter, whioh was a 2 by
2 by 3/16 inch. Both were 24ST aluminum-alloy and both
were attached by the 2-inoh leg; so their spanwise stiff-
nesses were as nearly the same as they could be made with
etandard sectione of different area.

Methods of Applying Loads and Measuring Strains

Figure 7 shows the beam in the testing machine, Four
~aoks, one und,er each end of each of the H-beams, were
individually actuated by ratchets’ and screws to apply the
load, The tranevorse yoke at midspan wae attache~to the
lever system and counterpoise af the balanoe, permitting
the load to be read to 5 pounds,

Spirit levels.were placed longitudinally near the
center and transversely at each end of the beams to keep
them level and equalize the deflection of eaoh side when
the jacks were operated. As a further check on the eJm-
metry of loading, 8-inch Berry strain gages were attached
to the upper flanges of the H-beams near midspan. These
gages are clearly shown in figure 7.

In order to obtain data on the distribution of nor-
mal strees across the corrugated eheet at representative
points, three transverse sections were ex-plored with
SHuggenberger tensometers. One, as close .to the midspan

.

.

.-
.

.*
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section- df “th& specimen as it was convenient to work, was
9 l/a inches frbm the -center of the specimen, a second

—

was 11 l/~ inches from the end of the beams, or”as close
to the dud of the “corrugated sheet as It was convenient
to operate the .gag’es. The third section was approximate-
ly midway between these- two. Because of an observed
dissymmetry of strain about the longitudinal center line
of the specimen - presumably an axis of symmetry - at

.-

this s6ction, a fourth eectton at a. corresponding distanoe”
on the oth&r side .of the transverse center line was also
inveetig~tied. Eight Huggenberger “tansometers were mounted
at each of these sections, their .position in each of the

. four sections beiag shown In fi&me 12.
-..—

Figure 13 indi- ‘“ ““~
. cates the method of. attaching the gages through a forkqd .- .
yoke that wad, In”turn, held to brass hooks by rubber
bands. The””tirass hooks were attached to the corrugated
sheet by IltiKhotinsky cement of .medlum hardness and Scotch
cellulose tape: ~ . . .

.,

Since some trouble was experienced in obtaining good
adhesion”of the “brass hooks to the sheet, especially when
the temperature’fn tke Laboratory exceeded 800 E, the yro-
cedure finally adopted will be described- in detail. Th”6” ““
sheet and, the hooks were thoroughly” cleaned with carbon
tetrachloridb after which the brass hook was heated suffi-
ciently in a.~uagen burner flame that a layer of cent~nt
could be melted and spread over the”concaye surface which
was to be in contact with the corrugated sheet. Only a
thin layer was used and the hook was put h place on the
corrugated sheet before the cement was so.lidif’led.. In
order to obt”ain a. good %ond with thlk ca.ment, .it ie neces-
sary tha-t both metallic surfaces be hot enough to assure
rueitming of the cement and thfs temperature was manifestly

““uo~ attaine’d during- t%is-.step “af the proc.edur.e....Three
strips of ‘tape, the first about3 inches .LQng,: the &8cond”-
about ~1/~ and. t~~-third ab~~t 11/4 inches :long, were
laid over .the hook and stuck down, the longest one being

.
..-

stuck to the corrugated sheet and having sufficient ad-, ------- -
hesion -to keep” the hook from moving during ,subse~uent
op-,ations. Yhese operations, involved heating the corru-
gated she-et from the,~der side .to obtain a bond with the
cementi previousl~ ~pplied to the hook, the sprehdi~$ of””a
further layer “of cement over tape and hook, and bonding it---

‘ “to the--”heated corrugated sheet. With a.little practice,
skill in ‘manipulating the cem6nt was developed and ,good
bonds were “obtalaed. Care had, of course, to be ta-ken-

—...

not to “heat the “al~inti-alloy .sheet sufftcferitly at any
point tionullify”:the effect of the heat treatment or to
burn the cement.
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Durfng. $he first series of’r~s” theirubber. bands at-
taching tlie yokes to the hooks were he~~y And” exertedfa
greater foroe than”,wae necessary to obtal~ good bearing
of the.~ntfe edges of.the Huggeqbe’rgefi t“enqometprs against
the sheet; Lighter bands we~e’~ubsequently psed with sat-
isfactory results and w’ith less trouble cau~ed by pulling
the brass hooks from the sheet.

Since but one transverse section could be’ investi-
gated at a time because of the limited number’.of gages
available, it was necessary lto keep the stresseg in the
sheet well below the yield pb,lnt of the mater,ia~. In
order to insure that the yiezd point would not be exceeded
the total load on the beam w’as kept down to .8000 pounds.
Simultaneous Teadings of the strain gages at” each .seotlon
were taken at 1000- or 2000-pound intervals during the
loading and the unloading of the beam, and the loads were
applied by actuating both ~aoks at either end of. the beam
In such a war a.s to keep thq,’~eadings of the Berry strain
gages attached to the flaqge”s of the H-beams e.qqala It
was understood at the beginning o? the teets that the fac-
tors for the Berry gages used had recently been cheaked
and were all’ the same, so that equal readings of the gages
would indicate equal etrains In the two beams.” Subsequent
checking of the gage fectors showed them to differ by from

‘ 0.5 to 4.percept, so that the actual load on the beams was
not applied symmetrically when the gagee indicated equal
strains. The errors introduced in this vay were, however,
smaller than the percentage dlfferenc,e In gage factors, as
the she~t tended to transmit load from one beam to the
other and to equalize the deflection of both sides when
they were loaded to obtain equality In g,age read%ngs.

Table I gives the constants for the gages used, the
variation between the constants for calib’ratiom.s before
and after the tests were run being small.

Deviations between Theoretical and Test Bdams

Perhaps the greatest difference between the:theoret-
Ical and the test beams lay in the deviat~on of the cor-
rugated sheet from the ideal. It appears to ,have been
necessary, when the sheet was formed, to carry th’e corru-
gations to one edge and then remove them although th$s
method was not required on both sides of the sheet;. ,This
procedure reeulted”in the metal In- one of t,he’q-$noh,flat
edges used to attach the oover sheet in the side beams

.L-

*

.

*
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having been wqrked wheq the d,he’ei$was cbrr.ugated. and re-
worked when it was fldf”te”tied”;so ‘t.h&.sh.eet as finally de- - ““-
llvered. -had a ‘slight %u”t per~istent %uckle which ”could be
straightened’ “out in the vlcinlty of the transverse stlf- ”---

..-.—— -.—.

feners hut not between.- “BA’cause.of””the facts that eix
months were required for the forming and delivery of this
,one sheet, that the-time available for con~uctfng the tests
was limited; and that-’no guarantee’ “could be given that a
second sheet would be better’th~n -the first, the sheet was
used on both symmetrical and tuik~dffigtrical beams, care be-
ing ~~erclsed i~, fabric,afiing the beams td have the.eheet
as flat as It could be made. It Is-believed that any mem-
ber using i corrugated sheet of thesedimens.ions would .
have at least as g&eat”a”5ev5atlon ‘from the ideal; hence
the redistribution of stress asa consequence of the warp-
ing ~f:the panel Is probably typical of what might be ex-
pected in practice. -

.—-.

Although this maybe so, it ie admittedly ah undesir- -
able feature in” a laboratory specimen. Tke buckle, being
on the t’ension titde, tends. %o flatten out unaer load,” to
have an effective.stiffness lesg than that of a perfedt
sheet, and to produce fictitious readfngs of the teqsom-
e’terns8.ince part of tkelr. ind.lcated strain Is due to ac- -,_
tual stres”s and part d~e to straightening of the element
between the legs of the gage’s: The buckle was so small
h thts eheet, hoivevei, tha”t th”e e“ffect on the strain-gage
rekdings is b“elieved to be- very small, probably negligible,
but Its effect in reducing ’the moduli of elasticl~ in
tension and shear is wholly indeterminate. The Ussymrnetry
of the stresses about the center line at section B indicates
the effect to be pre.sent.. Tables. 11 and III show the ordi-
nates from the base of H-beam to the crests of the corru-
gations at thq sect~ons stu~.ed and,.w$.th various loads.
Changes of ordin&te of 0.03 inch ar-e:c6mrnQD’;0-08 inch
appears .to %e *the .ma,ximum..

..

A ~urt”he”r dev~atfon bet”tieen“actual “aridtheo”~etical
becms results from the e.~d~st~ffener being so located
that t“he point of load application coincides neither with
the en..dof th..esheet nor the line. of attachment of stif-
fener to’cover sheet. Ths use ~of”the two. trakever~e stif-
feners at mids.pan also leaves some,unoertalnty as to the
exact end of the ~effectiven panel. Whether it be ?!%kp.~ ..
at rnidspan or .at ..thepofnt of attachnpfnt Qf trans”versq
stiffener to ccver ~heet makes a difference in “t-he-””-value
of 1 ~~used In the expression for’ CJx, apd hence has an
effect on the magnitude of. the Co”nputed stresses”. ;“>If 1

.-
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b.e taken aO the. di”stance between lines of bolts attaching
transverse O*iffener O, tit Is 47 Inches;’ if betweea point
of application Qf load t“obeam and midepan, it is 52 l/a
inches- Eoth values will be used in subsequent computa.
tlons to indicate the effectmof varying the assumed panel
length. c.- ___

Perhaps the greatest dev:a.tion bet-~een actual and
theoretical beams lies in the effectiveness of the bolts
attaching the cQrrpgated sheet and cover plates to the
H-beams. No preliminary tests were made to determine the
effective EI of the H-bea-ms bk-fore the holes were drilled,
after the holes were drilled. or after the holes were
drilled an both chords and the l/4-inch cover plates were
attached to one,. “Tests on other Structures have demon-
strated that 100-percent efficiencies cannot be ccunted
upon in bolted or riveted connections; hence stressee in
cover plates and corrugated sheet will not be as great as
though they were made Izitmgral with the”H-beams~ It will
be shown In the section “on the unsymmetrical beam that
this effect Is considevab16, the Increase in moment of
Inertia as a consequence of.adding the l/4-inch cover
plates to theH-beams having” been found tu be about 70
percent of the value computed on the basis of an Integral
eection of the same dimensions. If the same effectiveness
of the bolted connectlori between .H-beams and cover sheet
were obtained; the discrepancy between experimentally
determined stresses near the edges of the cover sheet and
the computed .stres.ses would, to a great extent, be ex-
plalned. .

Precision of Iteeult8

In the determination of the strains at any section,
the Huggenberger tensbneters were read to two figures and
plots of gage reading aga~nst load were made. Stral~ht
lines were faired through the plotted points and, since
they did not ~ass. “through the origin in every case, para3-
lels which did eo were drawn. The’ gage reading corre-
sponding to k given load on the beam was then re,ad from
these llnes and recorded to three figures. Since they
represent falred average curv”e~, any given strain is prob-
ably good to ‘the second figure., but the third iS doubtful.
There are tit least two, and In most cases four or five,
sets of strain-gage data for each section. each set having
been obtained during a separate load applicat~an. Where
four or more sets of data are available, the average etrain
Is believed dependable to two decfmal places, with the

—

.
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third doubtful. .At:-rnoeteecttons the maxim~” deviation”
of any reading from them--n is about 2 percent, though
it is b~nsider,ably greater at some of the “lightly st~eq~ed
sections. .

.. ,--- .—-—._ ,—_..‘
..:

Because it required 6 months to “p,roc”urethe corru- - -
gated cover sheet from the manufacturer, it has bsen neces-
sary to retatn the sheet in an undamaged form for uee oti
the unsymmetrical beam ‘and It has not been possible to
obtain Youngts modulus for the sheet. In the computation
of the stresses from the strain-gage ‘da”t-athe s~.a-n~-aid
value of 10,300,000 pounds per square” t.&h has been ~~e-e~”l”
This value ie probably within 2 percent of the “hct”ml for
the sheet.

Owing” to a difference- in-.calibratiori”.factors for the
gages, some of the strese data are bassd-..on the values ob-
tained prior to completion of the tests and some on the
later values. In most casea no error is Involved, ”bu% in
some gages there was a’ difference of 2.3. percent. in the
factors; If all”of these errors were cumulative, an error
of about 6 percent would occur in the computed stress,but, __
since some will be positive while others are negative, the
probable,error to be expected in the stresekk- obtained

.—

from the strain data ia about 3.5 percent.
——.

It is more difficult. to eetimate.the probable dis-
crepancy in the streeses computed from. the theory. The
gage points were located within *0.05”-inch of the cross
section, and the point- of. application of the”load w~s known
within qbotit 0.1. Inch; so the arms of the’ loads were known

. within,O.15 tgch and 11.5 inches; at’ the otitb~ section, or
0.15 inch in about 43 inches at the innsri The error due
to uncertainty In moment arm would thus be from 0.35 to
1.3 perceut, depending on the section :undqr consideration.
The load ,itself could be, measured to “the nearest 5 pounds,
fnvolving an error of 0.06 percent lathe 8000-pound load
used as a basis of the analysis. So it hay be stated that

..——

the moment at any, section 5s known within about 1.4 per-
cent. .. .

.-

Because of variations in actual dimensions from the
nominal va,iues for the s.qc~,ions and because of the fact
that the beem was fabricated with bolted connectloris, it

..—

Is practically impossible to establish percentage vari.a-
t~ons in effective I at different %ections or to compute

-—

the exact location of the neutral axis of the beam at
various points along the spanp Si-ncp theqe effects oag-.. .-.
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not be exactly” evaluated by computations no effort has
been made to do so,”and the oo”mput”ed iatress data used in
oomparing Iiheory and empirical ,res’ults are, “for the sym-
metrical beam, haBed upon theoretical 10 and e. val -
uee, the only varying dimension or unit o.ongidered being
the length of panel.

Computation of Stresses

From equation (24) of-part ’1, the stress parallel to
the x-axis at any point Y inches from the, oenter of the
corrugated sheet is

Peo(l - xl
o .
x=

o cosh Ky

~ + Wtso 8.”

(

10

)

~anh ~w Cosh ICW
—l+—

10 s~e. o KW

~. load applied to beam at each loading point
For 8000-pound total load, P = 2000 pOUndS

.

,., t panel length between stiffeners
Two values “will be used, namely, 1 = 47 and
52.5 inches

..— .—

x distance from m’ldspan of beam and section under
consideration

(i-x) distance between load point and seotion under
oonalderation, equals. 43,0 inches for eection At
27.5 inohes for seotions B and E, 1105 inches
for section C

e~ , dlstaEce from centroid of H-beam and oovsr plate
to centroid of f-lat portion of-corrugated sheet =
2.355 “inchOs

10 moment of Inertia of S-beam and cover plate =
15.51 inches

w

‘P

one-half developed .w.i.dthof corrugate~..sheet
between edges of H-beam flanges = 16-53 inches

one-half projected width of corrugated sheet’ =
13.55 inches ,

.

.

.

4

t thickness of corrugated sheet = 0;.0508 inc~
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A. area of H-beam and cover plates = 5.203 incha .....—

E modulus of elasticity of ,corrugated sheet, taken
as 10,3OC),OOO pounds per square inch

-—

G- modulus of”.rigidity of corrugated sheet, taken
as 3,.80.0,000 pourids per square inch

11’i~ure3.4 shows the pertinent dimensions for the team..-..-———
anti cover plates for which the properties are computed. he- ...:
low.

Eeterminatlon of Neutral Axis .

4.00 x 0.0508 = 0.2032 x 0.0254”= 0.0052
E-beam = 400000 X 2.0508 = 8.2032

4.00 X 0.25 ‘= 1.0000 x 4.1758 = 4.=1758
A. = 5.2032 JLoeot=12.3842

eof = 12.3842 = 2.3801 inches from extreme f%ber to neu-
5-2032 tr”al’axis

e. = 2“.3801 - 0.0254 = 2.3547 Inches from centroid of
fiat part, of “corrugated. sheet to neu-
tral ax%a

“Determination of 10

0.2032 X,2.35.47a = “1..12666
4.0000 X 0.3293a = 0.43375
1.0000 x 1.7957= = ,3;22454

Ada = 4.78495 .

IC.g. of l\4vinch plate = 0.00521.’.-
1cog. of H-beam = 10-72

10 = 15.5102 irich~

K =L. J Z%-JzEv =0=06068~ =,““
IG

.

.—

KW = 0.0606Bx 16.53 = 1..0030; or .0,.05432 x 16.53 = 0.89791
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Observed Stresses

Tables V to VII summarize the-strain data obtained.
‘The comp~ete strain data presented In graphical and tabu-
lar form may be obtained on loan from the NACA. The val-
ues tabulated here represent the strains at each gage
station in each section for each test run on the specimen
with the heavy end stiffener, and with the light, averaged
a~d converted to stresses on the assumption that the modu-
lus of elasticity of the corrugated sheet was 10,300,000
pounds per square inch. Inasmuch as the Huggenberger
tensometers were moved from station to station between
:uns , the likelihood of instrumental errors being serSous
at any given point i8 reduced. In most cases the readlnge
are consistent and satisfactory;from the standpoint of .
precision of measurements, though they yield strains, and
therefore stress distributions,.which are soniewhat erratic
when viewed in the light of the theoretical curves shown
In figure 15. Points for. both the heavy and the light
end-stiffener specimens have been plotted in that figure
for comparison. wi-ih the theoretical distribution.

It is obvious from the obs~rvea stress data that
there is no consistent difference between the-values for .

the specimen’ with the light end stiffener and that with
the heavy. Such differences as occur are sm’all In compari-
son with the. m’agnltudes of the stresses involved and the .

result6 appear to confirm the conclusion, established In
the ”development of the theory, that for specimens of normal
dimensions the rigidity of the transverse stiffeners had
little effect on the distribution o~longltudlaal stresses

. .

in the cover sheet.

Substitution of the foregoing values for the terms
in the expression for Ox, with values of y
4, 8,

taken at
12, and 16.53 Inches, gipes the values recorded in

table IV f-or the computed stresees at these points in-sec-
tions A, B, and C for beams having either light or heavy
end stiffeners.

It Is obvious that the strbsses ob@erTed at the sec-
tions surveyed are all less than the computed. values ex-
cept tn the victnity of the H-beams et secfrion C- Observed
stress curves have been ?alred through the points in figure
15 and a computation of the.ratio of the stress at y-
dlstances O, 4, 8, 12, and 16.53 inches from the center of
the sheet to the stress at the center of the sheet Is made
in table VIII for sections A, B, and E. It is interesting

--

.

.
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to note that .thes.e .ratloa.~r,e in close agreement with. the
,va~.u~s of cosh Ky for the ,c.orrespond.ing points used i“n
the computation o,f the t,heor.ettcal .streeses; h~nce It ap-
pears that the .theorettcal. ezpreqsion is a close approxi-
Dation to the shape of the. normal stress cti,ve at the
more--highly stressed. sections of the cover sheet. The “--
agreem~nt is got. good at sect Son C. . .--..——

The fact that the obs’ervet atr”esses are” colis”lstently
below the computed,et s.ectionqo ~ and B appears to in-
dicate that. ineffective connections between cover sheet,
and E-beams result in lower. normal stresses at the edge

—

of, the cover sheet; hence lower .stre,sses all the way
acro,es -the sheet,,than would be expected from the .%heorY.
Qhe observed edge stresses at both ‘S?ctiO.ns. A and ~-:-- ._
are. between ’78 aad 80 percent of the com”puted ,yalues while
at. the center. of -the sheet the ratiGs are .81.5”pedcent at

.-.—— ..—--—

section A, 87.5 percsnt .at ,B . on the basis of the ,_,-
curves computed for 1 = 47.0 inches . ... .------....-

It is known that connections seldom permit the devel- ._” .
cp~leat of the full theoretical stresses in h.uilt-up struc-
tures whose parts are ~o.ined by bolts or rivets.

-.—..__—
The fact

that the observed stresses at,the edge of the sheet at
section C are “g=eater t’han the oomputad involves no in- ‘--
consistency in this regard since section C :s,-s0 close
to the free edge of the cover sheet that it is dcubtful

.— .-

whether the cover sheet contributed its expected part to .-—
the etrength of the =~ct:iqn~”” The ao”rmql stresses observed
near the center at S&&tIon C are so far beloti”the--theo-
r.etical t’hat t~.e coker,e’h’eet appears 30 be shtrking “its
part in-carrying “the load”at ttiat”’s-ect-lori;the E-beam would ““”

..-.__. -.-

therefore carry app’recla’bly higher stresses than would be
necessary were” t-he.~heet ‘ful”l-y‘effec:ti.ve.

.-— - -—
,.e,.., . . ‘z .-:

.
. Consideration of ‘the ”fact”that all stresseh in figure

‘15 are “plotted from the- s~,e””b&se-lln6 shows that the ‘lagn
ht section C is app~eciably greater “tihanat “ ~ or ““~”:
Yere the ce~tral portion of the s~eet at sdctlon C more
effective, the probability is that the ,observe& stress
curve wo”ul.dbe flatter ”and’tha’t %he observ-ed stresses at
gages 1 and 8’-would dr~o~. belog the values computed frcm
the theoiy. - !lhie s-tatemeat cannot be proved” ori.thp basis
of” the data in hand, but it does apperar,possibl-e ,to state

.-

without fear of cont$’adlctian “that the normal stresses “de-
veloped In a wide, thin sheet near its f.r,ee_,edgear6, for

..

a beam of this type, considerably less than any pqe-sent
theory would’ indicate end that, because of”th~s fact”, th”e

..
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stresses in the side beams or shear webe would be increased
beyond their expected values. This result leads a designer
to the conclusion that normal stresses in the flanges of
side beams may he appreciably ”greater than Indicated by
theory in regione o~discontinultles in ths cover sheets.
It Is regretted that strain gages were not mounted on the
flanges of the side beams of-this symmetrical specimen to
Indicate whether the stresses In beam flange and ad~aoent
area of cover sheet were identical. Had this information
been obtained, a more conclusive statement could have been
made as to the efficiency of the bolted connation and as
to the magnitude of the overstressing of the E-beams, if
any, resulting frsm the understreeslng of the”cover sheet.
Although it is difficult to obtain data of this sort, be-
cause of the difficulty arising in the attachment of the
st~ain gege to the beam flang’e~ efforts should be made to
procure the necessary strain data whenever tests are made.
on beams Involving elements susceptible to shear-lae ef-
fects.

a - 225?5 UiTSYMMiC!!?RICALBiCAM

Description of !!!estSpecimen

The test beam for the unsymmetrical case was as nearly
analogous to that for the symmetrical as possible. An 0-
inch, 6ti53-pound I-beam was substituted for one of the 4-
Inch, 4.85-pound H-sectIons. The beam was built so that
the plane of the tension chords of the side beams and of
the corrugated sheet would be horizontal la the teetlng
machine . This construction resulte~ in the mid-depth
pointe of the.side “beams being at different elevations and
the neutral axis of the, section not being horizontal. Be-
cause both side beams were made. to deflect the, same amount
under load, the stresses developed in the sheet at the two
61de beam”s.were unequal; so an unsymmetri&al shear-lag pat-
tern was developed in the corrugated cove~..sheet. Of the
possible alternatives for the unsymmetrical structure It ,
was decided that this arrangement would best serve as a
test of the theory and that it would also involve the least
likelihood of errors in the empirical data, sinoe it per-
mitted a less complicated loading system than some of the
other “arrangement.

Figure 16 shows the system of applying the loade to
the unsymmetrical beam, and it also shows clearly the

b

.

.

.
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arrangpme.nt of side bea~s and corrugated cover sheet.
Because of the d~+fereace “in depth of” the side beams the -

.—

transverse end”channels did not run between w6b centeri
of the beams, as was the case with the symmetrical beam.
The transverse. angle- ~tiffeners at the ends of the corru-
gated sheet were attaohed ,as in the case” of the syrnmet-si-
cal section, however, and no d,if~ekence6 in stress d%s~

..—---

trlbut’lon which mt~t have been a.ttributed. to a flifference
iri end-stiffener “arrangement. were”noted, -031y the light
end stiffeners, the 2 by 2,by 3/16-lnc4 an~le~i were used
on the unsymmetrical’-spec irnen te,ated. . . .

—

..-

The methods of attaching stiffeners, sheet, “an,dside
beams were the same as on the s~metrical specimen, and -

-a-

ll except the 8-inch I-beam were the same size in both
caae8.

The load points were located at the ends of the cor-
rugated sheet, 8 &eet 6 inches between centers, and the
reactions were applied through. a franc, bearing on Ioafl
points on the beams at their rnfds.pan pointe. By a care-

.—

ful location of the link attaching thts frame to the
...—_

weighing device, the load was transmitted,t? the structure ““
eo that equal deflections of the side beam,s were obtained
throughout the tests (’tabl& IX). .. ._—

Method of Applying Load and Measuring .Strai’ns .-

Yigure 16 shows the ,beam in the testing machine and
indicates the system of applyirig lo@d6” thraugh four ~acks.
The lower part of the tra”nsver”se.yoke which prov:ded the
reaction is shown In that flg”ilre,too, while part of the
upper portion appears at. tli~”top of” figur8 17,. The link
between this trans,vers-e yoke an-d t-he loa-d-weighing mecha-

—...

nism was adjusted hp?izontally until the defl.ectlons of
the m:d-depth lines of the side beam webs wer?, the same
for any load, within the accuracy obtainable by having a
fine wire pass over-a steel s“cale calibrate~ to 1/100 Inch.
As a $urther check on the equality of sid”e--beam deflection
under load, spirit- levels were us”ed at each end of the
specicen. Because the whole structure moved vertically
under load, it was, irnpossible,- without erecting. a scaf-
folding which would have Interfered with the test itself, -
to obtain a more accurate procedure for Insuring equallty

....

of deflection of the side beams. Since the. level. bubbles
remained centered w,hen the observed deflections” were equal,
throughout the loading of the specimen, it 1s.believed .that
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the load was divided between the side beams In proportion
to their moments of inertia, as was desired.

In order to obtain data as to the distribution of
the normal stress across the sheet, a number of fine-wire
strain gages o~the Ruge- de E’Qrest type were employed at
each of three sections, with Huggenberger tensometers
added at the two more highly stressed sections to provide
checks on the wire gages. Figures 17 and 18 show the wire
gages cemented to the sheet, The hooks for the Huggenberger
tensoineters are also shown although the Instruments were
not In place when the photographs were taken. The general
scheme for attaching the Huggenberger tensometers was the
same as In the case of the symmetrical beam except that
Duco cement was used in place of De Khotinsky; It was
equally successful.

The fine-wire gages were an adaptation of the Ruge-
de Forest gage (refere~oe 11) in which an extra-thin, hlgh-
rag-oontent paper was substituted for the heavier plastic
material used in the commercially obtainable gages. 3ach
gage, of which about 120 were made, was composed of ap-
proximately 6 inches of O.001-inch copper-nickel alloy
wire manufaotured_by the Driver-Harris Company under the
trade-mark name li~dvance. n The wire was formed in a W
shape, cemented between t’wo sheets of thin paFer, and
soldered to no. 28 silk-covered, tinned magnet-wire leads
on the tools shown in figure 19.

The tools were ’developed by Mr. W. T. Shuler in order
to make possible the prm-duotion of gages of uniform resist-
ance and praot%oally identical electrical constants when
reasonable care was e~~rcised in their manufacture. Each
gage was exemlned visually to determine whether any wires
were slack or crosse~ and a measurement of its unstrained
resistance served as a final check on its aocuracy and
consistency with the others in the ser!es. About 6 gages
an hour were yroduoed by one man with this equipment, and
those whose resistance varied by more than +1.2 ohms from
the standard for this set, 146 ohms, were rejected. The
completed gages, without their lead w$res, were about 12/a”
inches long by 3/8 inch wide, and so flexible that they
could be attached to flat or curved structural sections
without difficulty.

Figure 20 presents theoretical curves of resistance
reading against strain based on the electrical constants
of the liheatetone bridge system and data obtained from a

8

.

.—

.

.
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very few gages of the quanttty”dwtd..’ ‘several actual cali-
bration points are plotted on the same chart; they were
“obtained from”,a ftir’ther seri-e”s“d.f.ga~es”picked at random
from tlie~qutitity made- and attsched’ to a “cantile~dr beam
which, wheri subjeoted to known ~oa:ds~”””ddf~ec-tedand pro- -
du-ced calculable strains. It la seen that “the data ob-
tained from” the randcim choice ‘oS;=e$ePal gagea used for.. “caItbrAtion. are” u“n,iforrnand .In close-accord “with the curve
obtained “from coefflclent~s derived .froti“tsist”son a .limlted
“number “of .&ages; henc6 ‘one ““feels tha’t the coe.ffici.ents jfor
the $agee-u’tied are-constant and’ tliat the cuz%e may” safely
be employed for determining s@ains ‘fron.re$~{tagee r6ad-
inga . Figure 21 facilitates the ●use of theee curves, the
Strains in” Inches per fn”ch .be”ing~lotted in nomographic
form against tliereadings o%tained. from the decade bo?,used
In the Mheatstone bridge ‘c”ircuft. ““ : “

.—.—-
..

“About- 120 gauges ‘were made and found ac-cep”table, and
.96 tiere attached to” the test ”speclmen;- a@ showri”ih figure
17. The >roce”du”re .tised In”mounting these gage’s was to

-c-

lean the surface to which the ..gagewa’s to b’e attached’by
rubbirigit.with a.rag saturated with a ‘half-and-half
acetone-Ihzco soltitiond T“h5s was found””to ciean the sur”face
effect%+ely and to “give it .a”prim’fng coat. Both surface

~ “aridgag”e were” then given heavy eoa%s of acetone-Duco solu-
tiom and. the gage was ~ressed.firmly onto the eurface of
the specimen. A’fted a short setttng”interval, the entire

.-.

gage was given a co~tlng of strai’ght Duco cement and just
before theoement hadcompletely” haqdefied, the whole. mass
“-waspressed firmly to insure a complete bonding to the s,ur-
face. A period of 24 hours ”w.a8 then a~l-qwed for the ce-ment
to harden, after which the gage and its cement were covered ‘-—
withmdlttid “Cero”semelf WAX to protect them against sudden
temperature clidnges”.arid to retard”molsture permeating the
cement or paper. The .~ages were”atitache~ dn””sunny days-,
when humidity was low, in order to reduoe any electrical
leakage throu~htrnoisttire in’tii~ 6erne”nWi”.‘“”~

—.. ..-
,.. .- -.. !-.. ---- :“::”.””” ““ - .

“G&ges” wdr6’attac’hed to “a @le”ceof the 4-inch”E-beam
.

drid Insertdd ’’lzito%lie‘electrical circuit so that they would
“ compensate ~or.chatiges’id tiempeiat~e of.the’~hole “speci-

‘-‘mea,” and a cloth”was used ‘oT6r-t~e ‘end~tif-~e-”~e=ti”~%hlch
—

the ‘gage’s w-&re~-&ttached in~”ofder-”’to*e&tide 1oc&l’temp6ra-
ture effecis,-which ”%arild:~lirow●6rrbr6”’lntio the”stfiainread~ ““

-—

i.ng~. ‘ _ ~...:.” ;. .“ ,-, ..:C..:.... . .. .. . .- .—-— .-
...-. .. .--.—- .-—

..

.. . ..-. ..-., :-, ..?,.- ..J. ,!. -. ”----- ..-...-;:f .--2- --* —.. . .—
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Precision of Reeults

In the determination of the strains at the sections
to which the wire gagee were attached, the preoision varies
from about 1/4 percent at the highly stressed points tio
approximately 10 percent at +.ie lowest %ecausq the accuracy
with which any etrain oould be meaeured was to the nearest
half unit on the decade box. In the range of streeees cov-
ered, a half unit represents an aotual strain of 0.00000143
Inch per Inoh and the range of straln,e measured under an
8000-pound change in load on the specimen varies from
0.000015 inch to 0..00068 inoh per Inoh.

A further error was Introduced by some of the gages
as they did not return to their initial zero readings when
the load was removed. The number of such gages was, how-
ever, small and the worst offenders were at the section
carrying very small stresses; so the phenomenon does not
appear to be due to ‘oreepl’ In the gage or Its attachment.
Most of the more highly stressed gages had final zero
readings within +1 unit on the decade bo= from the Inital
values, whereas those at the lightly stressed section
varied f%om 1 to 9 units - with eeveral at 2 or 3 units -
from their original readings. The data at the lightly
stressed section mean so Little. however, that It is felt
that theee errore may be dlsrega’rded and.that the pre-
cision of the strain-measuring devieee may be taken At
from 1./2 to 1 percent on the two highly stressed sections.
the error resulting from the limitation in reading the
deaade box %elng doubled to allow for possible variation
in the ‘Iconstantfi for any ,gage. o

The preolsion of the straine measured with the
“Huggenberger tensometers is ths came as ‘for the ease of
the symmetrical beam, about 2 percent.

In the computation of the stresses, a value of E of
10,100,000 pounds per square inch has been used as an aver-
age based on the obmerv.ed EI values for the.two” eide

m beams. It wae taken as 10.3OO,OOO pounde per equare inch
for the symmetrical beam. In neither case hae the actual
m of the material in the corrugated sheet been determined,
since further teetlng was contemplated and It hae not
seemed advisable to destroy the sheet. The values used
are, however, probably within 2 percent of the aotual for
beams and eheet.

●

✎

.

.

As in the case of the symmetrical specimen, the error
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in computed stress due to inacouraoy in gage location or
load measurement varlesfrom. about 0-4 percent”at bectlon
A to about 1.4 percefit at Pection--C. “As has been mentioned
previonely; a-value of E based on”tlie behavior of the
side beams alone has been Used: “Standard values of E and
(3 for 24ST alloy have %ean used for the” sheet itself.

. .
. . ..

In the comparison.of the :observe@:and the computed
stress data, however, the errors resulting from the fore- ‘“—
going causes are obscu$ed by-those produced by local dis-
tortion or buckling of the “cdrruga~qd.coyer. sheet.. The..
observed stresses at points where buckling was apparent “~-~,.“- ““-
sh~w a greater deviation from the computed values,: or fr”om
observed values at adjacent po%~.tefi-~haric&n” bd attrlbute”d

....—

to instrumental errors or tom lack”of preclsio.ri of the com-
, putat$ons or “d~tti. It is t&eir6fore .~dlieyed lnadvisabi6

to ‘attempt any estimation of the precision of,the. r-etaqlts”
as a whole.

-—.— -. ——

. . . ‘ ,.

Computation of Str,9sses ..-:. , , ..:-v--

From equations (70) to (73), (86), and (87) of part I,
the strese parallel to the x-axis at ‘any point y- inches
from the cent,?r of the.corrugated sheet maybe determined
for given values of the pertinent vsri,ables. The solutlon
of the equations is more tedioue than in the s~metrlcal
case,

.
thou@ not dlffi.cul~. . ... , . ..... ._. ..

Becauee ox the 20-percent discrepancy between computed
and observed stresses on the symmetrical beam and because
of the faot bhat thl.s.dlscre.paqcy wae attribut.ed,to the low
efficiency of joln”t ~etween cover ‘eheet arid side beams,
some of. the quantltiee employed. In the computation of at
stresses on the unsymmetrical ,beam are %ased”oq data
talned.from preliminary tests of the.side. be,arns,with and
withdut co”ver plates. . They are thuti“eornewherq bqtweqn
purely theoretical values dependent Upori the geometrical
properties.,of the seot~ans .employe,d,and .purely empirical
values ,back-flgvrqd :frorntests.”on the completed test .speol-
men. The procedurefiwfll therefore be desqrib.ed. in consid-
erable d6tailg -...

.. . .-—.—

qransver.ae ~ep,din~ ~test-s were made on both the 4a-inch
E-beams &rid the ‘8-fn&h I-beams-before any-holes were
drilled in the flanges., after the holes “were drilled, and
a~ter the..l/4-lnch ,b7.4-lnch”c~~~9-~ ‘&lp.tes we”ra ‘&dd”ed:.iri-””
order to determine the yalue”i of EI of t-h’i-section. me “ - ““-
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beams were supported near the ends and loaded &t the cen-
ter; deflectlon6 at the ,aen;terwere mea8urad on dial gages
and the eq@.valent EI. ~alues determined from the deflec-
tions, a correction baling mai~ for the deflection due to
shear. E’or the 4-inch H-beam, the III. wfthout cover plate
is 112,000,000 poqnd-incheda., while It increases to but
142,000,000 pound-i”nchesa with the 4-inch by l/4-inch cover
plate.added. The 1== of the section used was computed

from Its actual dimensions to be 10.72 inches4: hence the
effective E wae 10,450,000 pounds per square inoh. The
area of the actual section was 4.10 square Inches.

Divid3ng the EI of the beam with “cover plate hy
10,450,000 yields Z306 InchesA for the I
tlon.

of the comblna-
The area-of the cover pla,te being 1/4 X 4 = 1.0

square inch, the moment of inertia about the centroid of
the combination wouldbe

I = 10 + Aoea + qAc(2-125 - e)a

when 10 =, 10.72 inches~

A. = 4.10 square inches

e = dlstanoe between centrold of H-beam
of the combination

~ = efficiency factor for cover plate

Ac = cover-plate area = 1.0 square inch

Then 3.3.6 = 10.72 + 4.10 ea + ~Ac(2.125 - e)a

and that

.

.

. .

.

.

By trying various valuee of q, the value of e may be
uniquely determined: and when q = 0.74, e = 0.325 inch.
The distance between centrold of beam and cover plate, and
the extreme fiber of the.beam is then e. = 2.325 Inches.

With this value established, It Is possible to deter-
mine the I of beam and cover plate, and of the 4-inch
strip of corrugated sheet which is attached to the flange
of the H-beam.

AT = 4 x 000508 .+ 4@l.0 + ~,74 x 1.00 u 5-043 square inches

eo+ (0.0508/2)(AoiAc)
el = =(2.3504)(4.84)=2 ~65 inches

.
AT 5.043

a

whenoe
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Iz = 136 + (4.84)(0.0954)2 + (Om2032)(2,255)a = 14.679 ~n~he~4

The above values of el and 11 are usqd in the stress
determine.tion.

‘1’or the S-inoh IYbeam”the EI of the plain beam was
557,000,000 pound-iqchesa,, and the. Ix= determined from

,.

the section used was 57;12 inches4, givingan effective E
of 9,750,000 pourids ‘per square inch.. With the coyer plate

——

added, the EI became. .666,O(3(3,QOO pound-inchesa, indic~t-
ing an effective “I of “68.31 inches~. The .crbss-sectional
area of the beam having been determined to be 5-45 sqtire
inches , the value. of e: “was. found ~to.be 0.5 inch, and ~ =“ ‘“-””””—
0.75. The value. of .eo was thu.e 4.5. ipches, AT.= 6.4032
and ea became 4.38 inches With 12 = 72.35 inohes?.

.. ...,’ . . -—. ._
It is interestlz&.to note t~~t~the efficiency of the ““

cover plate 1s, in both cases, about 75 percent, indicating
that ’the bolted conheotions used.dld n~t permit the plate
to develop the stresses .whlch the prdinary beam theory
would indicate, owfng possibly..to slip in the connection
or to a nonuniformity of: stress .distribution in the cover ‘“-
plate; It is believed .that,this phqqomeqo~, +explains , at
least in part, the discr~pancy’ between.computed and observe-d ”””-”--—
stresses in the case of the symmetrical beam.

: ‘ 1 .:,.., ....-_
In the following pages; 8.tress.es are computed for vari-

ous points in test” sections A, B,and C, so that curves
may be drawn for comparison with the observed stresses ob-
tained from the Strain gages. Two cases are considered; -
one in which the width w ie taken ae the. developed. width”----— ‘“
between the “center of the.corrugated sheet and the near

.._

edge of the.beam flange, 16.53. ~nches;. the otherin which
w iS taken to the centers of. the beams, 18.53 inches. ‘In
both cases the length of ,the”section is taken aq.47 inches,
th6 distance between the denter.llnes of the bolts con- “–
netting the-.%raneveree stlff~ners, to..the “corrugated sheet...,.._...... ,.: > ... . . ... . .:

- The per.hiLnent..qu@ntit~Ss.”for””””u~e$; the”stress “e,qm-~
...——

tions.for case I.are giyen in table X. .> ...: ~ - “–
., .,,. “.. , . .... .. ... . ... ..-.

In the”second case, the width of the oover sheet is
.

taken to the center of the side beame; eo the portion con-
sidered actin~” with~.the: side .be~m..and, its cover” plate is
but 2 instead” of.4.inches .wi.de.’.;This ch.~nge mo~ifie~~he
A, 1, and e“” values sltghtZy”as show?. in. table ~11,.

. ..

which summarizes the pertinent values for” uee in the stress
formulas. : . ... . . ... - .—
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Observed Stresses

Table XIV summarizes the stress data for an applied
load of 8000 pounds on the test specimen. Becauee of the
buckles jn the corrugated sheet, the etrains for the
‘8000-pound load’~ are actually obialneU by diff’erbrices
between those for loads of 6000 and 14,000 pounds, it
having been. found that the buckles were coastderably re-
duced uz~er the 6000->ound load no that reasonable agree-
ment between computed and observed etreeees could be ex-
pected. In the computation of stresees from the measured
strains, E was taken as 10,100,000 pounds per square
inch, the mean between the effective E values found for
the two side beams. Since the beams had two different
modull , an~ s~nce the corrugated sheet probably had a
third, some average or weighted value was mandatory axd
the above was adopted as reasonable.

The Huggenberger tensometers and most of the fine:
wire gages were, located on the creet8 of the corrugations,
that 1s, on the side nearest the neutral axis of the
specimen. Some of the fine-wire gages were looated in
the troughs of the corrugations, as Is shown in figure 22
which glvea the locue of the gages at each eeotion.

The stresses tabulated above for an 800G-pound i.n-
ciement an load are plotted in figure 23 and a broken line
is drawn through the points representing the gages in the
w’ave troughs. . It Is to be noted”that the 8tress ourves
computed from eq~ations (70) to (73), (86), and (E7), in

sections A and B lie for the most part between the
etressee indicated by.the gages in the trough and.those
on the crest of ,the wav~s. This result should be expected
becauae the thearetio&l data presuppose a flat sheet lying
in the plane of the nodes of the” corruga~ions but having
P.roPerti~se”qu.al $o. those of the corrugated sheet, It wae
thought that wtt~, the, load carried by the cover sheet be-
ing introduced as shear at the edge of the sheet, the nor-
mal stress~s .at crest and trough would be the eam~, a fact
which was neither provad nor disproved “on the symmetrical
beam because too few gages were employed to give conclu-
sive data.

On the unsymmetrical specimen, sufficient gages were
employed to chow that the normal stresses var$.ed between
crest and trough, probably becauee the corrugated sheet
assumed eeeenttally the same elastic curve as the si~e
beams eo that bending stresess were developed In the sheet.

.

—

.

.

.
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Gages were. notmse’d. ‘oriIlokh ;s:itieB“c%’t-h-s:“ct51vA&ated sheet
at any.”station; so .it is” lnqpossi%~e’ to “.eva-ltia%ethe nor-
mal str”ess a.t the ..mldplane. of the” she-et%..:The:.Sheet was
so thin that the difference .’be.tweefitiheWur<xe s trees
and the mldplane stress is believed to be small.

.. ...... ... ... -.,. ..-----...
-r.’ ..” .: ..-

Conclusions and Suggestions for E’urther Research ..— .......—., ... .-”’. :- .,. -—

‘h the basis” of “the ‘data’’shown In fl@res 23(a) and
23(b) for sections A and B, it may %e concluded that
the theory developed in part I of this report is In very
close ‘accord with the .etid.es”s-distrib”utlon occurring in
this corr”u.gated sheet,, the agreement” bpi’ng %etter than
that for the symmetrlca~ beam”. It mu~t”be remembered,
however, that a modffled EI was used for the side beams
in the unsymmetrical specimen and, since the modification
was made In the direction wh”lch the ‘eymm”etrfca~ speclmeh
indicated to be hec”eeb.hr”y”,a“.be”tter Agreement was to be

..—

expected. Regard%e”ss of this- fact, the a.~-beirent between
theoretical and observed stressee on the8e specimens is
such as to substantiate the &seumptions and indicate that ..-,,,_-
the methods developed in part I are satisfactory for pre-
dicting the ’effecte of ehear lag on the distribution of
normal stresses In corrugated sheets ueed as chord membere -

.-.—

of box beams. It 1s, of course, impossible to state ....__ ._
categorically that the agreement at.talned on these specl”-
mens can be expected in all cases, whether the cover sheet
be in tension or compression and whether the range in
stlffnesses of the side beams be emall or large. Yurther
studies on a number of specimens would be necessary before
such a conclusion could be established, but the evidence

..-

obtained on these beams Indicates that the theoretical de-
velopment Is sound.

It is therefore suggested that the research be ex-
tended to cover the following points:

1. Further tests on the same specimens
tional transverse stiffeners.

2. I’urther teets on a stmllar specimen
variation In stiffnesees of side

with addi-
.

with greater
beams, with

the same and with additional transferee stif-
feners.

3. Tests on a symmetrical epecirnen having corrugated
chords top and bottom, simulating an actual
airplane wing spar. (Such a procedure was
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Impraotlcah:e until the.development of the
fine-wire strain gage due ,to c,ost of equip-
ment and inaccessibility of gages when ln-

‘ stalle& la the” beam. )“ -
..

4. Tests on unsymmetrical specimens having corru-
gated chords top and bottom.

5. Tests on an actual airplane wing panel with due
,“ regard for stresses in ribs and other 8tif-

fenlng members.
. .

, : 6. Extension of the procedure to stiffened flat-
sheet panels, and a,slmllar series of tests
to exploit its ap~’.icab~lity.

Guggenheim Aeronautics Laboratory,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Cambridge, Mass,, June 40 1940.
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Figure 7.- Beam mounted in te-tlng machinoa
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Figaro 19el*

Figure 19b.

Figure 19.. Tools for making fino-wlra gages.
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